BillPay – Electronic Invoice and Payment Solution

Automate Accounts Receivable with Cloud Convenience

Gain new capabilities in managing Customer Master account information
Give your customers convenient electronic payment options with BillPay.
BillPay automates electronic invoicing and payments with integration into
your existing ERP or invoice system. The BillPay workﬂow streamlines
processing, reduces costs and provides real time tracking data to drive
better payment management.

BillPay automates electronic invoicing and payments. Created by the experts in
secure payment solutions, Paymetric’s BillPay gives your customers convenient
electronic payment options from a self service online portal while providing your
organization with an automated process that reduces manual tasks, DSO, and
saves staﬀ and resource time.
The cloud-based platform is designed to work with any ERP, order management
system or invoice database. BillPay synchronizes with your existing systems to
reconcile and track all payments. Since payments and transactions are immediate,
you have access to real time information to speed payment management.

Reduce Time, Resources and Costs
BillPay reduces the time your organization spends managing, collecting on and
tracking invoices. With automated electronic invoicing and payments, you will
reduce staﬀ requirements to manage the Accounts Receivable process.
Payments are processed faster and it reduces the risk of human error.

BENEFITS:
Reduces DSO, reduces AR
overhead and saves time
Synchronizes with existing systems
Updates data in real time
and maintains history
Reconciles and tracks payments
Provides a self-service option for
viewing and paying invoices online
Allow customers to prepay,
schedule payments or make
installment payments
Generate custom reporting
from the web

Speed Up AR Process, Reduce Late Payments
When customers have a self-service option to view and pay invoices online,
they will appreciate the simpliﬁed user experience and as a result, are more
likely to pay invoices in a timely manner and on schedule – reducing late or
missed payments. Your customers will also enjoy the convenience of scheduling
payments and online access to detailed account history information.

Designed for Any Device
BillPay supports responsive design which ensures the screen will adjust to be
viewed on any mobile device. The user interface is clean and easy to navigate
– giving your customers a pleasant paying experience.

About Paymetric
Paymetric, Inc. is the standard in secure, integrated payments. Our innovative payment acceptance solutions expedite and secure the order-to-cash
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